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Programming Assignment 0

This is a programming assignment which will require you to parse and analyze
netlist �les. This exercise is intended to help you understand the netlist
structure and also to set up the data structures that you will need to
implement the DA algorithms that you have learned in class.

As part of this assignment you are required to read the netlist �les and store
them in memory. (Do NOT use static memory allocation based on the netlist
information- all memory allocation should be dynamic)

Your code should be able to do atleast the following:

1. Read the netlist and area list from the .net and .are �les and store them in
computer memory- the choice of data structure that you use to do this is up to
you. (Refer to the guidelines on the course webpage)

2. Print all the individual nets (both to the console and to a text �le) that are
present in the netlist . For example:

Net 1: a0->a5->b3->b4 (here a0, a5, b3, b4 are the nodes that belong to
the same net)

Net 2: a1->a4->a6->b12

• You may number the nets arbitrarily but make sure all the electrically
equivalent nodes are in the same net ( in other words, your data
structure accurately represents the netlist information)

• Verify this for the smaller benchmarks ( EACG21) -if your code can parse
these correctly, it should be able to parse the bigger benchmarks as well.

• Pay attention to the amount of time your program takes to parse the
netlist, if it takes more than a minute for some of the smaller
benchmarks ( ibm01, ibm04), you are doing something wrong!

• Take care to ensure that your code does not have any memory leaks,
dangling pointers, unclosed �le handles etc.

Information on netlist �le structure:

You will be able to access the netlist �les here. The netlist structure will be
explained in class.

Deliverables:

A diagram (a hand drawn diagram will do) showing how you are storing the
netlists EACG21.are and EACG21.net in memory.
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http://utdallas.edu/~dinesh/teaching/pda/EE6375_Project_Guidelines.pdf
http://utdallas.edu/~dinesh/benchmarks

